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Please accept this submission for the ACT Building Industry enquiry.  Like the inquiry into 
Banking this review is well and truly overdue.    

I wanted to downsize and retire to a smaller more energy efficient single level home, with a 
smaller block size so I could have the living areas facing north and a small low water use 
garden.  I considered a knock down and rebuild but it was impossible to find a block with the 
right attributes.   Finally in June 2015 I purchased in .  The builder owned the land 
and planned of course a spec home.  I change his design slightly to meet my requirements.  I 
had to forgo the land rent and the contribution to landscaping as the  
insisted that I purchase the land and house separately.  Both my land and house contract 
stated that  would engage a surveyor before commencing construction.  This did not 
happen and I arrived on site one day to find the site cut finished at my front door instead of 
the rear alfresco area.  It cost me $9,000 (in cash) for the compacted fill & Engineer to raise 
the foundation for the slab back to the site cut height shown on my contract drawing.   
said the LDA site contour plans were incorrect.  But then  built the two adjoining 
properties on my left and the one behind so the fact that the contours were out slightly 
should not have been any surprise.   

By having to raise the slab I now have no eave on the southern side of my house so that I 
would not over shadow my neighbour.  Both my Laundry and Garage doors have a huge gap 
around the edge, which I pointed out to the Certifier. Even with a seal and weather strip you 
can still see daylight around the door edge and the frame is not square. Water enters the 
house and garage damaging the doors and other fixtures.  Both doors have swollen badly at 
the bottom as  used internal doors and not solid  doors.  The doors need replacing 
otherwise I won’t be able to open/close the doors and both would become a security risk.   

Another consequences of raising the slab to conform to my contract site drawings is that my 
Garage is only accessible to SUV type vehicles because of the gradient.   This will affect my 
resale value of my property.  As the site cut was so deep it started to undermine the fence 
with my adjoining neighbour so I had to do my rock retaining walls immediately.  Some of 
the walls height was later buried because the slab had to be raised.  Also another part of the 
rock retaining wall had to be removed completely just so I could access waste bins.  The 
unnecessary cost of additional height retaining walls and the positioning of such meant, I 
had to reduce my water tank size so I could physically squeeze past it to access my backyard.  
I also had a leaky water pipe on the southern side of my property for 4 months before  
finally came out to discover that their A/C contactor had put a screw through the pipe.   

My block is on a corner and my Courtyard Wall was suppose to have brick piers connected 
by several rows of base brickwork and the upper portion was to be vertical timber slats.  

 refused to do the brick work below the vertical slats.  The gap between ground level 
was so large in places a small child could easily go beneath.  As a have a small dog the delay 
in closing the gap deferred my ability to move into the property by another 6 months after 
settlement until the yard was full enclosed by the landscaper.   also failed to install 
stormwater drains as shown on my plans and inclusion list.  As a consequence after periods 
of heavy rains, pools of water are clearly visible in my back yard. When I asked for a copy of 
the drainage plans the stormwater was not even shown. 

In December 2017 the wall mounted Bathroom linen cabinet fell off the wall as  had 
only fixed the cabinet to the Gyprock and  not the frame, the cabinet weights 30kg 
empty.  This could have killed a small child.   refused to rectify the problem.  I believe 



the additional cost to me to rectify matters that could be repaired have cost about $20,000 
to date and heaps of unnecessary stress. 

 has continually refused to address any defect or Warranty issues. I sort assistance from 
the MBA as  is a member, ACTPLA who said my only recourse was through the 
Administive Appeals Tribunal and Fair Trading who also did nothing and made no attempt to 
Mediate or Arbitrate on the issues. I finally decided to fix many of the problems myself 
rather than pay a costly lawyer to argue my case.  Although if the bathroom vanity also falls 
of the wall and serves the plumbing flooding the house (which could happen).  I’m sure the 
insurance company might look at recovering some if not all repair costs from . 

Poor quality construction practices is not limited to high-rise building sites in the ACT it is 
everywhere.  If you walked down any street in a new area and ask homeowners, I’m sure at 
least 40% have experienced similar problems. 

My Certifier was no help at getting  to address defects prior to the Certificate of 
Occupancy being issued.  In October 2016 I just had to accept my home as is. Although my 
MBA ACT Home building contract stated that I was entitled to Liquidated Damages  just 
refused to negotiate about anything or handover the keys unless the full final payment was 
paid.   

Back in September 2010 ACTPLA completed a report on Building Quality in the ACT for the 
ACT Legislative Assembly.  Many of the Summary of Reform Proposals contained in Appendix 
N.  Have never been implemented.  Just as we have a Rental Bond Board, some sort of 
percentage on the building contract value should be withheld in Trust until all defects and 
warrant issues are addressed satisfactorily.  Many commercial contracts have a similar 
arrangement or Bank Guarantee situation.  Then if the Builders fail to rectify defects at 
Practical Completion the matter should go to Mediation or Arbitration immediately.  Then if 
the defects or warranty items are still not addressed in a timely manner then building-
licensing restrictions should apply.  These restrictions should apply to both the person who 
holds the building licence and all company directors so that the Phoenix practice is stopped. 

I think Canberra’s building industry is a fiasco, the quality of Workmanship is pathetic and 
our building control and licensing practice are non-existent.  Yet our current Labor 
Government is trying to bend over backward to accommodate these same developers. I 
think the residents deserve better and I look forward to seeing an effective solution put in 
place.  

Linda Seaniger Re: . 28 November 2018 

 

 




